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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Gyro Time from Ipanema (pontal do Paraná. Currently, there are
19 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Thomas Tomasheski likes about Gyro Time:

1st time here. We ordered a jumbo gyro, chicken gyro add feta, fries, jalapeno peppers fried cauliflower. Jumbo
gyro was phenomenal! Gyro meat is cut from the shawarma fresh lots of it as well! Nice zesty! Chicken gyro

seasoned with a great peppery mix. Fries, poppers cauliflower are all air fried, so it lacks a little of the oily, golden
brownness. Poppers are cheddar filled and good flavor. We probably will not get the cauliflower again, not that it
was bad, just that it wasn't outstanding. We will absolutely be visiting here again and again!. The restaurant also
offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in beautiful weather, And into the accessible spaces also come
guests with wheelchairs or physical limitations. WLAN is available at no extra cost. What Dena Feinsand doesn't

like about Gyro Time:
Very clean establishment. Gyro was okay. Fries, onion rings were not good. So disappointed by the baklava, it

was greasy and tasteless. Very sad experience. Perhaps this was a fluke but I won?t be back. Update here?s a
copy of my receipt so you can know exactly what I ordered, no chicken gyro read more. If you're desiring some

spicy South American gastronomy, you're in the right place: tasty dishes, made with fish, sea creatures, and
meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are on the menu, The palate also enjoys easy digestible

Mediterranean meals that are on the menu. In addition, there are scrumptious American dishes, such as
burgers and grilled meat.
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Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Starter� & Salad�
FRENCH FRIES

Sauce�
TZATZIKI

�ngerfoo�
JALAPENO

Gyr�
GYROS

Turkis� specialtie�
BAKLAVA

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Brea�
PITA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
CHEDDAR

TOMATOES

FETA

MEAT

CHICKEN

BEEF
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